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Introduction
In recent years, the cellular network has experienced significant growth in wireless data demand (an average 66% Compound Annual Growth Rate) and is at risk of not being able to meet the demand in the near future. Indeed there is a widespread recognition that the average network capacity needs to grow by 1000-fold over the coming decade and the minimum achievable capacity needs to grow by 10-fold.
Background to D2D
Device-to-Device (D2D) communications, which is part of the LTE-Direct standard, is a technique of allowing user equipment (UEs) to communicate directly with each other, using neighbouring UEs as relays [1] . When we consider this in the context of an existing cellular infrastructure, an overlay of macro base stations (BSs) will provide overall signal coverage and control for D2D operations (i.e., cellular assisted D2D access). Therefore, at any particular instance, the UEs that participate in D2D communications can be perceived as forming the underlay of a temporary het-erogeneous network [2, 3] . The conditions which might trigger establishing cellular assisted D2D communications include insufficient channel resources in the BS and the transmission of delay tolerant data [2] . As for device discovery between potential D2D UEs, it has been proposed that the UEs can utilize recent 3GPP proximity services (ProSe) standardisation [4] . D2D communications also enable distributed storage [5] and relate the natural way in which people interact and exchange information socially [6, 7] . Due to the multi-hop nature of D2D relaying, the Quality-of-Service (QoS) performance metrics associated with D2D communications are primarily related to outage probability, as the data is usually for services that demand a low data rate and can tolerate a high latency.
Review of Multi-Hop Optimization
Stand-alone multi-hop routing in wireless communications is a well addressed research area. In the past, research has focused on: i) how to incorporate feedback mechanisms to ensure greater routing reliability [8] , ii) how to optimise partner selection to exploit spatial diversity [9] [10] [11] and iii) how to optimise spectrum sharing and power control for increased energy-and spectrum efficiency [2, 3, 12] . However, when one considers multi-hop routing in the context of D2D communications, a major modelling consideration is the mutual interference between the overlay macro-BS tier and the temporarily formed underlay D2D tier. One of the unresolved, and must be resolved challenges is, how to efficiently select D2D relay partners in such an interference-limited environment. This is a dynamic problem with many variables such as the location of the source-destination UE pair.
In terms of existing work on multi-hop routes that mitigate cross-tier interference, one approach used is to introduce and optimise an artificial exclusion zone, where D2D transmissions can occur only inside the zone, and CC transmissions are restricted to outside the zone [13] . The caveat with this approach is that a large number of exclusion zones can severely degrade CC transmission capacity. The other approach is one in which we proposed ourselves. This approach is one where the routing path is dynamically controlled such that it spatially avoids high cross-tier interference areas. This is known as Interference-Aware-Routing (IAR), and we conducted a preliminary numerical analysis in [14] . We note that similar ideas have also been presented subsequently in [15] and has shown promising results.
Stochastic Geometry Modelling
We also briefly review general modelling methodologies. This paper employs both large-scale statistical modelling in the form of stochastic geometry, as well as agent-based-modelling (ABM) using Monte-Carlo cellular network simulations. In reviewing stochastic geometry analysis, it can obtain general performance analysis, guidelines, and design insights that apply when averaging over all distinct realisations [16, 17] . This complements our ABM models, which utilises standard 4G LTE spatial and protocol configurations for the macro-BS cellular network and D2D underlay network [14] .
Contribution and Organisation
This paper proves that a longer multi-hop route that can reduce cross-tier interference between BS and D2D transmissions can significantly improve overall system performance. We compare the proposed Interference-Aware-Routing (IAR) algorithm with classical greedy Shortest Path Routing (SPR) algorithms. Methodologically, this paper attempts, for the first time, (1) to provide a stochastic geometry theoretical framework mathematical to generalise the performance compari- son, (2) provide geometric boundaries that define the spatial operational envelopes for different D2D routing algorithms and CC transmissions, and (3) analyse the downlink (DL) system performance (outage probability and capacity) as a function of the offloaded traffic volume.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II, the system setup and parameters used for ABM simulation and stochastic geometry framework are defined. The two main routing algorithms (SPR and IAR) are defined in section III. In Section IV, the performance metrics for both algorithms are defined and their theoretical bounds are derived. In Section V, the results on network capacity, offload traffic volume, and outage probability are presented together as well as the relationship to spatial operating zones. In Section VI, we conclude our findings and discuss open challenges.
System Setup
The system modelled in this paper is a 4G multiple-access network with cellular BS assisted access D2D communications. The D2D communication links can utilise either the in-band cellular spectrum or out-band spectrum (pre-defined, i.e., LTE-U [18] ). Due to the scarcity of the spectrum and the transmission regulations in unlicensed bands, the in-band case is selected for analysis, where low power D2D communications share the same spectrum as the conventional cellular (CC) channels [1, 2] . In general, the centre of the BS's coverage area is off-limits to D2D transmissions using the cellular DL band due to the high DL interference from the nearby macro-BS. The cell edge is generally off-limits to D2D transmissions using the cellular UL band due to the high UL interference from cell-edge CC UEs transmitting at high power levels. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , D2D UEs share the DL spectrum with the CC network, and as a result, DL interference is from the overlay marco-BSs to underlaying D2D UEs.
The general D2D communications involves a source UE m employing multi-hop communication to relay data to destination UE m via relay UEs j. In this paper, the analysis only considers the multi-hop communication between two arbitrarily located UEs within the coverage area of a BS, but Section V will discuss how it can be extended to consider the communication between two UEs that are not in the same coverage area of a single BS. We consider both the BSs and UEs are distributed randomly uniformly, i.e., a Poisson Point Process (PPP) with the density Λ D2D , and BSs are distributed as a PPP with density of Λ BS [19] . The traffic in the network is assumed to be full buffer (i.e., every radio-resource-block (RRB) is occupied).
D2D UEs Distribution and Receiver SINR
The signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at a receiver UE j , that forms one of the many relay UEs in the D2D multi-hop link. The aggregated interference power at a receiver arises from two sources: (1) co-frequency D2D transmissions in the same BSs; (2) the transmission on CC links from all the BSs, I BS . Therefore, for a relay UE that is of distance r o,j from the nearest BS, the received SINR γ between any D2D relay j and j is:
where I BS (r o,j ) is the total interference from all BSs. The average interference power from the second nearest BS to further BS is [20] :
so the total BS interference is comprised of the interference from the nearest BS that is of distance r o,j away, and other further BSs.
where Ξ(r o,j , Ψ, 4) = arctan(Ψ) − arctan(r o,j ). The parameters for the above equations are as follows: W is the AWGN power, H is the fading gain, P is the transmission power, Λ is the density of the transmitters, λ is the frequency dependent pathloss constant, r j,j is the distance between the transmitter and receiver D2D UEs, Ψ is the radius of the network coverage area for which an accurate BS density Λ can be determined [20] , and α is the pathloss distance exponent. Typically, the aggregate interference power is significantly higher than the additive noise power W , and one can be assumed that the noise power is negligible. The full list of symbols used is given in Table 1 .
Routing Strategies

Shortest-Path-Routing (SPR) Algorithm
SPR is a greedy algorithm, whereby each UE only makes routing decisions based on maximising its own performance with only local information. In greedy SPR, in order to make routing decisions, it is required that each D2D UE knows its own location through its Global Position System (GPS) or other wireless localisation means (e.g., wireless fingerprinting). The SPR algorithm operates in the following manner:
1. The source UE m requests communication with a destination UE m through standard authentication via the network. The serving BS authorises D2D communications and provides the location of destination UE m to the source UE m, which is then used for route selection.
2. If destination m is not in range of source m, UE m broadcasts a relay request and the request is received by neighbouring UEs in its communication range R, where R is the maximum distance for which reliable data transmission can take place. Available relay UEs will send back an acknowledgement to m.
3. UE m sends the data packet to the relay UE j that is the closest to the destination UE m . The pseudo code is as follows: let Γ K be the total set of available relay UEs j at hop sequence K = {1, 2, 3, ..., k}, and r m,j ∈ L k be the set of the distances between the potential forwarding UEs and m .
WhileThe communication data has not reached m 1 Calculate distance L k between Γ k and UE m ; 2 Find the UE j with distance min L k ; 3 Transmit the data to UE j ; End While
In the event that the D2D multi-hop process fails, the assisting BS will take over the communications and establish a standard CC link between the last successful relay UE and the destination UE. The BS assistance contains three main functions at each hop: (1) register the D2D UEs' identification (ID) and the D2D UE link layer identifier, (2) authorise the D2D UEs proximity discovery whereby the open discovery technology is used (in open discovery, the UEs can be detected by any other UE in it's proximity [22] ), and (3) provide the destination UE location to the relay UEs. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the SPR algorithm between m and m , where the solid line (in blue) shows the D2D multi-hop path, which can be approximately modelled by a straight line (accurate for high UE densities). Fig. 1(a) shows a D2D UEs, its maximum coverage range R, and how it selects a new relay UE j to forward the message to. The selection of D2D relay UE is dynamic and realtime when the UE finished the relaying it would be released from the D2D communication link. Furthermore, the relay UE can modify the routing path according to the periodically signal from the BS.
Interference-Aware-Routing (IAR) Algorithm
The idea behind IAR is to reduce the cross-tier interference from the BS to the D2D links. In the DL channel, the main interference is from the nearest BS (dominant inter) and co-frequency D2D transmissions (intra). In order to minimise the interference from the BS, the multi-hop route attempts to travel along the cell-edge of the coverage area. This is shown in Fig. 1 (b) with a circular coverage area for illustration purposes. For a pair of arbitrarily located source and destination UEs, there are three individual stages to the IAR algorithm, and each stage uses the previously described SPR algorithm to accomplish it:
1. Stage 1 Escape: multi-hop from source UE m to the closest UE to the cell-edge, this is achieved using SPR;
2. Stage 2 Migrate: multi-hop from one cell-edge UE to another cell-edge UE that is closest to the destination m ; 3. Stage 3 Return: multi-hop from the cell-edge UE to the destination UE m , this is achieved using SPR.
If there are no D2D UEs that satisfied the condition of IAR, the routing will switch to the previously mentioned SPR scheme and relay directly to the destination UE. In most cases, the IAR algorithm increases the path length significantly in comparison to the SPR algorithm, but the advantage is that the interference from the BS can be reduced significantly due to the increased distance from the nearest BS.
Quality-of-Service (QoS) Performance
The QoS performance metrics associated with D2D are primarily related to outage probability, as the data is usually relayed several times -leading to a higher than normal probability of outage. We will also examine the capacity of the overall relay channel, as a secondary QoS. For the outage probability, we define the corresponding success probability as the probability of receiving the data bearing signal at the receiver. In order to do this, the SINR at each hop stage needs to be greater than a data communication threshold ξ.
4.1. Average Hop Distance 4.1.1. Maximum Transmission Distance: In order to characterise the success probability performance of the SPR and IAR algorithms, it is necessarily first to determine the average hop distance of each scheme. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , each UE is capable of transmitting a signal of up to an average range R, which covers an area A = πR 2 . For each hop, the D2D UE within the range R closest to the destination is selected as a relay UE for the next hop, the hop distance is ε. For the QoS requirement of the data communication, the minimum SINR required is ξ. Therefore, using Eq. (1) to find the maximum value of r j,j , the maximum of D2D transmission distance for a single hop is (see Section 7.1):
4.1.2. Average Hop Distance for Single Hop: Given the maximum hop distance, then the average hop distance can be found. As mentioned before, the assumption was made that the D2D UEs are randomly and uniformly distributed. Let the Euclidean distance between source UE m and destination UE m be r m,m . The probability density function (PDF) of the maximum single hop distance ε presented as Eq. 5 is given by [23] . The mean hop distance for each single hop under these assumptions is therefore 1 :
subject to the maximum hop distance R constraint given in Eq.(4).
Success Probability for Single Hop D2D
The assumption is made that the interference distances are always greater than the D2D transmission distance. This is reasonable given that the BS is farther compared with the distance of a D2D hop, and that the interfered D2Ds are located in neighbouring BSs. The success probability at the 1 There is an assumption that there are minor interference differences in the D2D relay UEs at different locations because the interference in the DL channel is from a BS, the resulting interference differences in a small spatial circle are small. k-th hop is defined as (see Section 7.2).
where
BS is the density of co-frequency D2D UEs and should not be confused with Λ D2D , which is the density of potential D2D UEs in existence. The parameter r i,j is the distance of a hop and ξ is the minimum data connectivity SINR threshold for realistic modulation and coding schemes (MCS). The Q() function is given by:
Success Probability for multi-hop SPR Scheme
The success probability calculation is given in Algorithm 1 Success Probability.
Algorithm 1 Success Probability
if γ(r o,m ) ≥ ξ then % The 1st hop SINR requirement 3: The distance to the BS is assumed r o,j = r o,j
4:
Max. range R(r o,m ) from (4) 5:
The hop forward distance r j,j from (6) 6:
The probability P SPR,1 from (8) and (10) 7:
From the second hop to the k-th hop 8: while destination node m not reached do
The distance to the BS r o,j (k) from (9) 10:
Max. range R(r o,j (k)) from (4) 11:
The hop forward distance r SPR j,j (k) from (9) 12:
The probability P SPR,k from (8) and (10) 13:
end while 14: end if 15:
For the scenario of SPR shown in Fig. 1(b) , the average distance of each hop r SPR j,j is defined in Eq.4 and Eq.6 as:
and
where the hop distance is relatively short such that the assumption is r o,j ≈ r o,j , so r o,j = r o,m . From Eq. 7, the success communication probability for the multi-hop SPR at the k-th hop is:
where the D2D shares the band link with the BS, so that the frequency dependent pathloss constant λ BS = λ D2D . It can be seen that the success probability is a function of the distance from the closest BS to the relay UE j (r o,j ). When there is a high density of D2D UEs available, the resulting multi-hop path is approximated a straight line between m and m . So the total hop distance is the Euclidean distance between m and m : r m,m = r 2 o,m + r 
Given that the successful probability of a multi-hop transmission is the product of the success at each link, the overall success probability is therefore:
The results in Fig. 2 for different values of θ show the theoretical success probability of D2D UEs at any location in a BS using the multi-hop SPR algorithm. As the angle θ decreases, the success probability increases significantly. For large angles (approaching π), the SPR route will inevitably cross near the BS, incurring greater mutual interference. In terms of the distance from the BS to the source or destination UEs, the greater the distance the stronger the success probability, which means that D2D communications should be avoided close to the BS. 
Success Probability for IAR Scheme
As mentioned previously, there are three main stages to the IAR algorithm: (1) Escape, (2) Migrate and (3) Return. Each stage of the IAR utilizes the aforementioned SPR algorithm, and the success probability for each IAR stage can be derived from Eq. 10 and Eq. 12.
Stage 1: Escape:
For the first multi-hop stage (IAR(1)), the source UE m attempts to use SPR to transmit to the nearest point on the cell-edge, so the total routing distance for this stage is R BS − r o,m . At the k-th hop, the distance from the BS to the relay UE is:
, where the average hop distance for each single k-th hop is r
εf ε,r m,m (ε)dε and r o,j (1) = r o,m . From Eq. 10, the probability of success at the k-th hop in this stage is:
The total number of hops in the first stage is K IAR (1) , where
Therefore the success probability for the entire Escape stage is P IAR(1) ≈
P IAR(1),k . 
Stage 2: Migrate:
For the second multi-hop stage (IAR(2)), the route is from the celledge UE closest to source to another cell-edge UE that is closest to the destination. At any given point along the route, the distance from the BS to any of the relay UEs is approximately R BS (i.e. the cell coverage area is modelled as a circle). The total hops distance for the stage is θ × R BS . Therefore, the average hop distance through the stage is r
εf ε,r m,m (ε)dε. From Eq. 10, the probability of success for each hop is:
The total number of hops in the second stage in the IAR algorithm is
Therefore the success probability of the entire Migrate stage is P IAR(2) ≈ K IAR(1) k=1 P IAR(2),k .
Stage 3: Return:
For the third multi-hop stage, it is a multi-hop from the boundary relay UE back to the destination UE so the distance from BS to the k-th hop UE is: r o,j (k) = R BS − k-th hop is:
The total number of hops in the third stage in the IAR algorithm is K IAR (3) where
(k). Therefore, success probability for the entire stage Return is P IAR(3) ≈ K IAR(3) k=1 P IAR(3),k .
Synthesis:
The overall success probability from source D2D user to destination D2D user by IAR is:
and the total number of hops is: Fig. 3 shows the theoretical success probability of D2D UEs in different locations employing the IAR algorithm. Compared with the SPR algorithm shown previously in Fig. 2 , the angle θ for IAR is not a significant effect parameter, whereas the distances of the source and destination UEs to the BS are. Generally the IAR has better performance of success probability than SPR for D2D routes that are of longer distance and are further away from the BS. In terms of distance from the BS of the source or destination UEs, the greater the distance the stronger the success probability, which means that D2D communications should be avoided close to the BS.
Results and Analysis
We now consider a specific urban terrain, which is covered by 19 macro-BSs in Voronoi configuration with a central macro-BS as shown in Fig. 4 , where a number of D2D UEs are located. A Random Walk model is added to the simulation to model user mobility (each circle represents a new position of the user with connecting lines to show the movement trace). Within that set of UEs, a source and destination UEs are randomly selected. The specific system and propagation parameters are in accordance to Table 1 .
Number of Hops
The detailed performance of the D2D underlay tier is now considered. The number of hops of each scheme is an important indication of relay UE utilization level. The more hops each scheme uses, the greater the chance of data loss, privacy violation, and the less efficient the scheme is in terms of hardware utilization. Fig. 5 shows the number of hops for the two respective schemes, as a function of the Euclidean distance between source and destination UEs. The first set of observations is that the number of hops is increasing linearly with the distance for both SPR and IAR. Whilst for the same distance between m and m the average number of hops for IAR is greater than SPR, the difference becomes smaller for longer distances between UEs. That means the advantage of IAR at long distances is significant, as it can dramatically reduce interference between D2D and CC UE channels. The second set of observations is that the theory matches the simulation data well. The accuracy diminishes for distances below 400 m, because the noise due to random UE placements causes the routing path to resemble an arc as opposed to a straight line. 
Network Capacity
For the Shannon theory, the network capacity at each hop link related to SINR, which is:
where C is the network capacity at k-th hop, and B is the network bandwidth. By using the SINR values found previously for SPR and IAR schemes, one can find the associated capacity values. Fig. 6 shows the theoretical predicted capacity of the D2D channel comparing with a box plot of the simulation results. The results show that D2D multi-hop links in coexistence with CC interference can achieve the link capacity from 19 Mbits/s to 33 Mbits/s depends on the different D2D UE location. The IAR is able to consistently achieve a superior throughput (10%) in comparison with SPR, because it attempts to reduce interference from the macro-BS when planning its longer route. In terms of the capacity of the CC UEs, the CC capacity performance is dropped from 53.9 Mbits/s to 52.6 Mbits/s when in coexistence with SPR and dropped to 52.9 Mbits/s when in coexistence with IAR. SPR and IAR D2D only degrade the CC capacity performances by 2.4% and 1.8% respectively. The capacity gain by offloading to D2D is approximately 43% for SPR and 51% for IAR. This is a significant improvement over cellular network and no significant increase in operational expenditures (i.e., backhaul infrastructure or rental costs) is incurred [24] . The sacrifice IAR makes to incur a longer route and involving more participating UEs, now be examined. 
Communication Success Probability
The communication success probability as a function of the minimum distance from BS to one of the source and destination UEs is now considered, and the effect of angle θ is also observed. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results (symbols) and theory (lines), and there is good agreement between the theory and simulation results. The first observation is that both the SPR and IAR can achieve a high success probability (≥ 70%) if certain spatial conditions are met. For SPR, the spatial conditions are: (1) the source or destination UE is far from the closest BS, and (2) there is a small incident angle θ in order to avoid the possibility of routing close to the closest interfering BS. For IAR, there is only one condition and that is the source or destination UE is far from the closest BS. If both of these scenarios are met, then the performance of SPR and IAR are approximately equal and that makes intuitive sense as the route is also similar. The angle θ between two UEs does not affect IAR communications, as shown in Fig. 7 . For SPR, the angle can affect the success probability dramatically, as shown in Fig. 7 . This is consistent with results from earlier in the paper (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ). This is primarily because for SPR, the interference from the BS will be excessive, whereas for IAR, the routing path will always be at maximum distance from the BS, minimizing interference.
It was found that the IAR scheme can improve both the D2D transmission success by from 14% to 18%, but will incur up to 20% more UEs to participate, which can incur privacy concerns. The privacy issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
Operational Zones and Offloaded Traffic Volume
We guarantee QoS through operation zones. These are spatial zones, whereby only one type of transmission is permitted to guarantee QoS for other users in the network. In Fig. 8 , we show D2D operational zones for different transmission strategies. The operation zone is closely related to the base station coverage area, whereby the zones have a sectorized shape and are defined with an angle of ∠mom and the distance ratio of the D2D UEs to the BS. For example, in zone 5, the distance of m and m both bigger than the 0.45R BS and the ∠mom < π/2. So the IAR is selected as a routing algorithm. The full list of operation zone scenarios are as follows:
• No D2D: when the source or destination UEs are located within less than 45% of the cell radius from the BS, which is under the condition that the success probability is greater than 55% of IAR at angle θ is from 0 to π and of SPR angle θ is from 0 to π/4, no D2D routing should take place and all traffic should be handled by the BS as CC links. • IAR: when the source and destination UEs are located far apart such that the angle is greater than π/2 with the distance ratio r o,m /R BS = r o,m /R BS for far from BS or the angle is greater than 5π/12 with the distance ratio r o,m /R BS > r o,m /R BS , and greater than π/4 for medium distance from BS; IAR should be used as a preference algorithm. If the UEs are any closer then SPR may be preferable.
• SPR: when the source and destination UEs are located in close proximity such that the angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/6; SPR should be used as a preference D2D routing algorithm. If the UEs are any further then IAR may be preferable.
In summary, for the IAR algorithm, it is generally preferable if the source and destination UEs are far from the BS and the separation distance or angle is not less than π/6. The effect of the angle is not significant beyond this basic constraint. More than 70% of UEs in a cell fit this category. For SPR, the effect of angle is paramount, especially when the distance between the UEs is not small. Hence, SPR is only feasible for D2D communications between relatively nearby UEs, or those that already sit on the edge of the BS's coverage area. By knowing the source and destination UEs' locations, the appropriate routing algorithm can be devised as a operational zone. The UEs are distributed as a Poisson distribution in the network, the total traffic rate offloaded from the cellular network is the ratio of the area of operation zone to the area of the BS. The maximum of the offload traffic from the BS is O SPR = A SPR A BS for SPR and O IAR = A IAR A BS for IAR. The parameter A IAR is the operation area for the IAR and A SPR is the operation area for the SPR, and A BS is the area size of BS. Therefore, the maximum offload traffic ratio from BS is 79.75% and the ratio for IAR is 49.985% and for SPR is 29.765%.
Conclusions
Device-to-device (D2D) communications can improve overall network capacity and is beneficial in spectrum scarce environments. However, D2D transmissions over a significant distance requires several relay hops and dynamic routing that minimises cross-tier interference is not well understood. Traditional greedy-based algorithms such as Shortest-Path-Routing (SPR) can cause high levels of interference and diminish both D2D and conventional cellular (CC) performance. In this paper, we analyse a proposed Interference-Aware-Routing (IAR), whereby the spatial routing path is selected to minimise cross-tier interference.
Several key discoveries have been presented in this paper. Firstly, a longer routing path that minimises cross-tier interference can achieve a superior performance compared to the intuitive shortest path route. We also employ spatial operation envelopes to define where IAR and SPR D2D algorithms should be utilised and where D2D should be avoided all together. This is our second discovery, which is that there are clear geometric regions in the macro-cell coverage area that determine the D2D operations. In terms of performance metrics, it was found that the negative effect of D2D routing on regular cellular communications (CC) is negligible (1% to 2% degradation), and D2D communications can improve the CC network capacity by 44% for the SPR and 50% for the IAR routing scheme. When considering the D2D tier in isolation, the improvement of IAR over SPR is approximately 10% in capacity and 14% in outage probability. This demonstrates that careful cross-tier interference avoidance can yield productive improvements both within the D2D transmissions, but also for the conventional cellular links. Furthermore, we employ dynamic selection between the different D2D routing algorithms and CC, enabling the network to offload 79.75% of the traffic volume from the assisting BS.
Appendices
The D2D UEs maximum transmission distance
As the minimum SINR required by QoS, data communication SINR threshold at the receiver D2D is the ξ, so the maximum transmission distance is:
where the I BS (r o,j ) is shown in Eq. 3. Without considering instantaneous fading and the Gaussian noise effects, the R is: 
Single hop Success communication probability
Success probability of the D2D transmission is defined P[SINR > ξ]. Defining g j,j = H j,j P D2D λ D2D and I D2D r i,j , H i,j = i∈Φ i =j H i,j P D2D λ D2D r −α i,j , the probability is: 
where ζ = r α j,j I BS (r o,j ) + I D2D r i,j , H i,j . The multipath fading has a PDF of f G (g) ∼ exp(β) where β D2D = 1/P D2D λ D2D and f R (I D2D |r i,j ) is the joint interference distribution. Applying the fading distribution: 
where L() is the Laplace transform of the interference term I D2D .
The Laplace transform of the interference signal power by D2D UEs is: 
where the D2D is distributed as a Poisson point distribution, and Λ D2D is the intensity of the cofrequency D2D UEs. The Q(ζ, α) function is: 
